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Fig. 2 Fly indices, from above, at the first C16 houses), second C8 houses) and
third CIO houses〕 check sections in 1957.
Fly index in a section is given by the mean of 3 max. out of all indices for
house which given by the mean of 2 max. out of 6 counts at 6 places in and
out of a house- This method of taking index is referred to as 2 max. (for
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Fig. 3 Fly indices at the first check section, showing, from above, that for
ya hou馳(2 max.), that for section C2 max., 3 max.), that for all houses










































































Fig. 4　Fly indices at the second check section, showing, from above, that for
K house C2 max.}, for section C2 max., 3 max.), forall houses (2 max., 8)
































Fig. 5　Fly indices at a village under fly control by closed tank for animal
manlユre in 1957, showing, from above, that of 1 max., 3 max.; 2 max.,
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Fig. 6 Fly indices at the same village showing, from above, that of 2 max., 1
max.; 2 max., 2 max.; 2 max., 3 max.; 2 max., indices for houses with










































































Fig. 7 Comparison of fly index with fly count by fly ribbon
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S ummary
A fly grill, a little modified form of Scudder's small one, was used for
evaluating housefly control. It is 45cm•~45cm and consists of 23 slats (1cm
square, 45cm long) nailed 1cm apart on a Z-shaped frame. The practical method
for taking count by it is as follows:
The grill is placed at the center of fly concentration and the count is made
with 30 seconds. In a house, the counts are made at 6 places, 3 indoors and 3
outdoors. The mean of 2 maxima out of 6 counts is considered as the fly index
of that house. The mean of 3 maximum indices out of all houses in a certain
village containing from about 6 to 15 houses under examination is considered
as the fly index of that village. This method of using fly grill has been proved
experimentally the most applicable for evaluating housefly control.
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